
English: writing Progression of Knowledge and Skills

By collating statutory National Curriculum content and TWS resources and presenting them through a user-friendly, ‘all in one place’ model, the purpose of this

resource is to support teachers to:

● identify the age related knowledge and skills expectations for the year group taught - including the most important

● explore the progression through strands within The Grammaristics lenses

● articulate the knowledge and skills children in their year group should already have mastered

● provide opportunity for children to continue to apply the knowledge and skills taught in previous year groups

● respond to assessment of independent writing and answer the questions:

○ do I teach the knowledge/skill I have noticed is not yet being demonstrated?

○ do I track back to a connected knowledge/skill and first teach this before progressing?

● independently create accurately pitched unit plans for high-quality texts

● adapt the suggested knowledge and skills taught and developed within existing unit plans

● meet the needs of children working significantly below age related expectations

● improve their subject knowledge and their use of The Write Stuff to help children acquire knowledge and develop skills

● better understand The Writing Rainbow
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The Fantastics

(poster)

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Feeling

Asking

Noticing

Touching

Action

Smelling

Tasting

Imagining

Checking

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RRAYPALWFGzpZ3Q7lNphiQXoCE7_NXND/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PCggOF794aBQJy5dWHFhRM1L0OIafXT8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QSHnsHXEXdN4EGttCThLN4sBDlCNiplp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1P3Mi7xK4xSAa1kWMlgSRsZMgQbw-OMRK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1P2RwUknPRayorFFMk8eyQz53m0s8rrM8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OskGi2LO8Odc24UAlzVrwnqmpp858aPC/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OndKr0f0SIWyOS8-wJJz339DKutCMP5L/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OmtckIPSHtBZiFK3G5Dx2KSBPCZb3oYS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Oj4XP0O9UM3yNiBwGQOAxTlgusAWs9Fe/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OcdW0mkjc5JPnwNly5qVCxSMr8SL3YNo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OH575lai6fZd8vPlyecwOlS44HCJcRSB/view?usp=sharing


Click Here

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fa4AvY7U4oipETTRv7OhxLUeug4P-_et/view?usp=sharing


The Grammaristics: Adverbs and adverbial phrases pink = KS1 writing TAF > blue = pupil asset writing framework

Year 1

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 2

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 3

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 4

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 5

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 6

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Use adverbs of time (time sequence

indicator words and phrases) to order

writing [for example, Then I had lunch.]

Add the suffix –ly to turn adjectives into

adverbs

Use adverbs [for example, then, next,

soon, therefore, later that day, as dawn

broke, as dusk fell] to express time, place,

relationship, and cause

Select, generate and effectively use

powerful adverbs [for example,

suddenly, silently, soon, eventually.]

Indicate degrees of possibility using

adverbs [for example, perhaps, surely]

Use adverbs and adverbial phrases to

qualify, intensify or emphasise [for

example, The dog is so incredibly stupid,

an exceptional result]

Add the suffix –ly to spell adverbs (GD) Link ideas using complicated adverbial

phrases [for example, on the other hand, in

contrast, as a consequence]

Start sentences in ways different from a

name or personal pronoun [for example,

One bright morning, One day]

Signal openings and closings in stories and

non-fiction [for example, Early one

morning…, Whales are the largest

creatures. Eventually,…, Ultimately,…]

Use fronted adverbials of place, time,

manner [for example, Without care,

Roger raced home. Later that day, I

heard the bad news. At dawn, the

scarecrow cried. At the seaside, Janice

fed the seagulls. As the clock struck

twelve, the soldiers sprang into action.

In the distance, a lone wolf howled. We

met by the station. Before the sun came

up, he was awake.]

Use –ly adverbs in different positions in a

sentence

Use a variety of sentence openers Use adverbials of place, time, manner in

different positions within a sentence to vary

sentence structure

Identify, select, generate, and effectively

use prepositions to indicate position in

a place or an environment (from where)

[for example, in, on behind, under,

above, below, beneath, within, outside,

beyond]

Use noun phrases expanded by the

addition of ambitious modifying adjectives,

nouns and prepositional phrases [for

example. the teacher expanded to → the

strict maths teacher with curly hair, the

heroic soldier with unbreakable spirit]

Use prepositions [before, after, during, in,

because of] to express time, place,

relationship, and cause

Use prepositional phrases for

post-modification of nouns

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PuD6U-cJg07q0Nbkt7Er2HdPZFlYuYQQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PnfJEt8RkflDDtT-VocT-5lbByoJCQ7G/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IsPVmscOinqIFXzofI4FnlKgNltpyZBy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IsXAUk9o324Hb-YjCs9SDhdML84meKC5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IFm1qW_X_Z5yzuhardkJfR55_F_SN3Tr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IaLSklRDalTi2JAKXZwJs66LFm65U1fe/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IDzRJ86Gc7AFn8JVt4DrMw_-LqKmVVZz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IFXbybx09VS1Q3GakbiSoux7Mz4UgvUd/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HuFU7QEfKzIkKj36ymz3R6_cggxAhAh7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1I-SYpMnpIELzdKXN4QSSYVmJL9xk3hil/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HaKAoa_7zeiZaCdkigufJNegp2LSpwgx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HkHJVGLyXVOOqenIqchBhNXUwtPynFPw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HSIYP-k3UAr8tz8yp4Ijj0unQ_k0kFux/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HXVFqrICTsYnYNrfOjOsB421L6A9acpL/view?usp=sharing


The Grammaristics: Basics pink = KS2 writing TAF > blue = pupil asset writing framework > pink/blue TAF and pupil asset

Year 1

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 2

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 3

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 4

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 5

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 6

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Describe shape, colour, size and emotion Use adjectives to create expanded noun

phrases which add description and

specification [for example, the blue

butterfly, plain flour, the man in the moon,

the large grey table]

Use precise adjectives in descriptive noun

phrases

Use complicated noun phrases

expanded by the addition of ambitious

modifying adjectives, nouns and

prepositional phrases [for example. the

teacher expanded to → the strict maths

teacher with curly hair, the heroic soldier

with unbreakable spirit.]

Use expanded noun phrases to convey

complicated information concisely [for

example,  The strict geography teacher

with slick, black hair. The crumbly cookie

with tasty marshmallow pieces melted in

my mouth.]

Use expanded noun phrases to convey

complicated information concisely [for

example, the fact that it was raining meant

the end of sports day]

Select, generate and effectively use

nouns, adventurous adjectives, and

precise verbs

Use well chosen adjectives to modify

nouns appropriately

Use adjectival phrases [for example, biting

cold wind]

Create different emphasis in sentences

through choice of noun phrases

Use precise verbs to add detail into

descriptions

Use precise adjectives for description in

expanded noun phrases

Use verb phrases to create subtle

differences [for example, she began to run]

Use well chosen adverbs to modify

verbs appropriately

Use modal verbs [for example, might,

should, will, must] to indicate degrees of

possibility (WAE example)

Appreciate the difference between

structures and vocabulary typical of

informal and formal speech and writing. For

example, use modal verbs to indicate

degrees of possibility (WAE example)

Use sentences with different

forms: statement, question,

exclamation, command

Use the determiner a or an according to

whether the next word begins with a

consonant or vowel [a rock, an open

box.]

Use suffixes -s and -es to indicate

pluralised nouns [for example, dog -

dogs; wish - wishes] and identify the

effect of these suffixes on the meaning

of the noun

Add suffixes -ing, -ed, -er, -est to verbs

(where no change is needed in the

spelling of root words) [for example,

helping, helped, helper, eating, quicker,

quickest]

Identify the effect using the prefix un-

has on the meaning of verbs and

adjectives [for example, unkind,

undoing, untie the boat]

(See Spelling section below for more)

Use further prefixes and suffixes and

understand how to add them [for

example, dis- re- in- mis- sub-, -ful,

-ness, -ly, -ment, -ness]

(See Spelling section below for more)

Use suffixes [for example, -ate, -ise, -ify]

to convert nouns and adjectives into

verbs

Investigate verb prefixes [for example,

dis-, re-, pre-, mis-, over-]

Use further prefixes and suffixes and

understand the guidance for adding them

(See Spelling section below for more)

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PuD6U-cJg07q0Nbkt7Er2HdPZFlYuYQQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PigsjnZd-Ie6lvp-pR7mqJOC-kTi5sCJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IsPVmscOinqIFXzofI4FnlKgNltpyZBy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IsXAUk9o324Hb-YjCs9SDhdML84meKC5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IFm1qW_X_Z5yzuhardkJfR55_F_SN3Tr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IaLSklRDalTi2JAKXZwJs66LFm65U1fe/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IDzRJ86Gc7AFn8JVt4DrMw_-LqKmVVZz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IFXbybx09VS1Q3GakbiSoux7Mz4UgvUd/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HuFU7QEfKzIkKj36ymz3R6_cggxAhAh7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1I-SYpMnpIELzdKXN4QSSYVmJL9xk3hil/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HaKAoa_7zeiZaCdkigufJNegp2LSpwgx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HkHJVGLyXVOOqenIqchBhNXUwtPynFPw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HSIYP-k3UAr8tz8yp4Ijj0unQ_k0kFux/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HXVFqrICTsYnYNrfOjOsB421L6A9acpL/view?usp=sharing


Use conjunctions [for example, when,

before, after, while, so, because] to express

time, place, relationship, and cause

Use conjunctions to set up contrasts or

relationships [for example, despite,

nevertheless, consequently]

Use conjunctions to link ideas

Use verbs in 1st, 2nd, 3rd person

Select appropriate effective vocabulary Select appropriate vocabulary and

grammatical structures (understanding

how meaning is changed or enhanced)

that reflect what the writing requires,

doing this mostly appropriately (WAE)

Select vocabulary and grammatical

structures that reflect what the writing

requires, doing this mostly

appropriately (WAE)

Make interesting and varied language

choices

Use particular vocabulary for effect or

emphasis [for example, technical

terminology, vivid language]

Use varied and precise vocabulary to

create particular stylistic effects

Demonstrate an understanding of how

words are related by meaning as synonyms

and antonyms [for example, big, large,

little]



The Grammaristics: Sentence Structure pink = KS1 writing TAF > blue = pupil asset writing framework

Year 1

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 2

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 3

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 4

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 5

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 6

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Compose and rehearse sentences orally Compose and rehearse sentences orally

(including dialogue), progressively build a

varied and rich vocabulary

Compose and rehearse sentences orally

(including dialogue), progressively build a

varied and rich vocabulary and an

increasing range of sentence structures

Understand how words can combine to

make 1) simple phrases, 2) simple clauses

and 3) simple sentences

Write compound sentences that include

co-ordination (using or, and, or but) and

complex sentences that include

subordination (using when, if, that, or

because) to join clauses (WAE)

Use subordination for time (for example,

when, while, as, before, after)

Use subordination for reason (so, if,

then, because, for, unless)

Extend the range of sentences with more

than one clause by using a wider range of

coordinating conjunctions [including: for

and so] and explore, identify and create

complex sentences using a wider range

of subordinating conjunctions

[including: when, if, because, although,

after, before, so, until, in case, since,

while] at beginning or within a sentence

after the main clause

Extend the range of sentences with more

than one clause by using a wider range of

coordinating conjunctions [including: for, so

yet] and subordinating conjunctions

[including: when, if, because, although,

after, before, since, while, as, despite, in

spite, nevertheless, however, therefore] at

beginning or within a sentence after the

main clause

Vary sentence structure through use of

coordination, subordination, adverbial

phrases and relative clauses

Vary sentence structure through use of

coordination, subordination, adverbial

phrases and relative clauses

Understand what makes a simple sentence

a sentence: subject or object, verb and

main clause (?) - a complete thought

Identify a simple sentence’s subject or

object (the who/what), verb (what doing?)

and main clause (?)

Identify a simple, compound or complex

sentences subject or object (the who/what),

verb (what doing), (check -) conjunctions,

why, when, where, clauses?

Explore and identify main and

subordinate clauses in complex

sentences

Construct complex sentences 1) start with

an adverb in the initial position or just after

a verb, 2) start with a verb ending in -ed, 3)

start with a verb ending in -ing

Use verbs ending in -ed or -ing and

similes to start clauses to build complex

sentences [for example, Mortified by

what he saw, Harry fled the scene.]

Use a range of complex construction

strategies to build subordinating clauses: 1)

starting with -ed verb; 2) starting with -ing

verb; 3) starting with -ly adverb followed by

verb; 4) embedding relative clause; 5)

subordinating conjunction at start or middle

Join words using and

Join independent clauses using the

coordinating conjunction and

Understand and identify what makes a

compound sentence a sentence: subject or

objects (the who/whats), verbs (what

doing?) and two main clauses (?)

Use one word in isolation to grab the

reader’s attention [for example, Stop!]

Use -ly adverbs of manner, place and

time and -ing fronted adverbial phrases

to create complex sentences [Rushing

against the clock, Jack knew it would be

difficult. Silently trudging through the

snow, Sam made his way up the

mountain.]

Create complex sentences, using

relative clauses beginning with

pronouns who, which, where, when,

whose, that or with an implied (i.e.

omitted) relative pronoun [for example,

John, who was sad, dragged his feet.

The robberies, which had taken place

over the past month, remained

unsolved.]

Start sentences in different ways: using the

personal pronoun I, a name, Naughty

Goldilocks ate the porridge

Vary the types of sentences for clarity,

purpose and effect

(See Alan Peat Sentence Structures below)

Vary the types of sentences for clarity,

purpose and effect

Use sentences with different forms:

statement, question, exclamation,

command

Identify how the grammatical patterns in a

sentence indicate its function as a

statement, question, exclamation or

command

Vary the types of sentences for clarity,

purpose and effect within a piece of writing

by mixing long and short sentences to

change accelerate or slow the pace for the

reader

Create different emphasis in sentences

through the word order

(See Alan Peat Sentence Structures below)

Vary the types of sentences for clarity,

purpose and effect within a piece of writing

using a range of simple, compound and

complex constructions for clarity, purpose

and effect

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PuD6U-cJg07q0Nbkt7Er2HdPZFlYuYQQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Pi8mNHFtkv8ytMMlg_lDej4ZjnssROsk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IsPVmscOinqIFXzofI4FnlKgNltpyZBy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IsXAUk9o324Hb-YjCs9SDhdML84meKC5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IFm1qW_X_Z5yzuhardkJfR55_F_SN3Tr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IaLSklRDalTi2JAKXZwJs66LFm65U1fe/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IDzRJ86Gc7AFn8JVt4DrMw_-LqKmVVZz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IFXbybx09VS1Q3GakbiSoux7Mz4UgvUd/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HuFU7QEfKzIkKj36ymz3R6_cggxAhAh7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1I-SYpMnpIELzdKXN4QSSYVmJL9xk3hil/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HaKAoa_7zeiZaCdkigufJNegp2LSpwgx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HkHJVGLyXVOOqenIqchBhNXUwtPynFPw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HSIYP-k3UAr8tz8yp4Ijj0unQ_k0kFux/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HXVFqrICTsYnYNrfOjOsB421L6A9acpL/view?usp=sharing


The Grammaristics: Purpose - Progression Through Genres Doc pink = KS1/KS2 writing TAF > blue = pupil asset writing framework > pink/blue TAF and pupil asset

Year 1

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 2

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 3

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 4

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 5

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 6

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Write interesting, engaging and thoughtful

stories and recounts which are appropriate

to the audience and purpose

Write interesting, engaging and thoughtful

stories and recounts which are appropriate

to the audience and purpose

Write texts that are interesting, engaging or

thoughtful; appropriate to the identified

reader and purpose

Write effectively and coherently for

different purposes, drawing on their

reading to inform the vocabulary and

grammar of their writing (KS1 TAF GD)

Identify and discuss the purpose,

audience, language, and structures of

narrative, non-fiction and poetry for

writing

Identify and discuss the purpose,

audience, language, and structures of

narrative, non-fiction and poetry for

writing

Identify the audience for and purpose of

the writing, select the appropriate form,

language and structures, and use other

similar writing as models for their own

Write effectively for a range of purposes

and audiences, selecting the

appropriate form and drawing

independently on what they have read

as models for their own writing [for

example, literary language,

characterisation, structure) (GD)

Write simple, coherent narratives about

personal experiences and those of

others (real and fictional) (WAE)

Write about real events recording these

simply and clearly (WAE)

Write poetry based on models

Write for a range of purposes (WT) Write effectively and cohesively for a range

of purposes (WT)

Write effectively for a range of purposes

(WT) and audiences, selecting language

that shows good awareness of the

reader [for example, the use of the first

person in a diary; direct address in

instructions and persuasive writing]

(WAE)

Write effectively for a range of purposes

(WT) and audiences, selecting language

that shows good awareness of the

reader [for example, the use of the first

person in a diary; direct address in

instructions and persuasive writing]

(WAE)

Exercise an assured and conscious

control over levels of formality,

particularly through manipulating

grammar and vocabulary to achieve this

(GD)

Exercise an assured and conscious

control over levels of formality,

particularly through manipulating

grammar and vocabulary to achieve this

(GD)

Choose whether to write formally or

informally depending on the genre

Appreciate the difference between

structures and vocabulary typical of

informal and formal speech and writing.

[For example, the use of subjunctive forms

such as If I were or Were they to come, to

emphasise formality, urgency or

importance in very formal writing and

speech such as The teacher insists that

you are on time/her pupils be on time]

Include the main features of the genre /

text type

Create and develop settings and

characters for narratives and plot based

on a model, develop multiple ideas, enrich

writing with descriptive detail, and include

and maintain text type features (WT)

Develop ideas (settings and

characterisation)  in detail using in

depth description and vocabulary to

create emphasis, humour, atmosphere,

suspense. (WT)

In narratives, describe settings,

characters (WT) and atmosphere

Integrate dialogue to convey character

and advance the action (WAE)

In narratives, describe settings,

characters (WT) and atmosphere

Integrate dialogue to convey character

and advance the action (WAE)

Include ideas suitable for a narrative and

relevant for non-fiction [for example,

informative points in a report, memories in

a recount]

Write an effective and accurate character

description or setting

Create complicated narratives [for

example, parallel plot, flashback, parody]

and more controlled non fictions [for

example, language choices support the

purpose]

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PuD6U-cJg07q0Nbkt7Er2HdPZFlYuYQQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PWnEYot2j3Ly2QfwVQS94Lhh32h4FhYI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1r6WZg-HyN0Lt5F5y2Cin2yUd8wjKydSB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IsPVmscOinqIFXzofI4FnlKgNltpyZBy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IsXAUk9o324Hb-YjCs9SDhdML84meKC5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IFm1qW_X_Z5yzuhardkJfR55_F_SN3Tr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IaLSklRDalTi2JAKXZwJs66LFm65U1fe/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IDzRJ86Gc7AFn8JVt4DrMw_-LqKmVVZz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IFXbybx09VS1Q3GakbiSoux7Mz4UgvUd/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HuFU7QEfKzIkKj36ymz3R6_cggxAhAh7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1I-SYpMnpIELzdKXN4QSSYVmJL9xk3hil/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HaKAoa_7zeiZaCdkigufJNegp2LSpwgx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HkHJVGLyXVOOqenIqchBhNXUwtPynFPw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HSIYP-k3UAr8tz8yp4Ijj0unQ_k0kFux/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HXVFqrICTsYnYNrfOjOsB421L6A9acpL/view?usp=sharing


Create intriguing narratives [suspense, cliff

hangers] and complicated non-fictions [For

example,contrasting ideas, opinions]

In non-narrative material, use simple

organisational devices [for example,

headings and sub-headings to group

ideas and aid presentation], develop

multiple ideas that are factual and precise,

and include and maintain text type features

In non-narrative material, use a topic

sentence to introduce a paragraph, use

technical language/using simple

organisational devices [for example,

headings, sub-headings, captions, bullet

points]. Develop ideas in detail by

providing anecdotes, facts and reflections

Write in different forms [for example,

instructions, narratives, recounts,

poems, information texts, lists, labels,

messages, invitation.] using simple text

type features to indicate an understanding

of the form’s purpose

Include all features of a genre/text type

appropriately and consistently

In non narrative writing, use simple

devices to structure the writing and

support the reader (heading,

sub-headings, bullet points) (WT)

(organisational and presentational -

underlining, diagrams, text boxes)

In non narrative writing, use simple

devices to structure the writing and

support the reader (heading,

sub-headings, bullet points) (WT)

Use topic words, story words and

storytelling language [for example, Once

upon a time, One day, The end

Execute a text type/genre by including all

genre features or adapt deliberately when

required

Develop imaginative and logical ideas in

narrative and in non-fiction

Ensure correct subject and verb

agreement when using singular and plural,

distinguishing between the language of

speech and writing and choosing the

appropriate register (GD)

Distinguish between the language of

speech and writing and choose the

appropriate register (GD)

Engage the reader: include interesting

story ideas and description and provide

factual ideas and information; ask them a

question; choose appropriate vocabulary

Sustain writing across a whole text

selecting appropriate and effective

language choices for the effect they will

have on the reader

Make interesting and varied language

choices

Structure and organise writing so it reflects

different paces in narrative and supporting

evidence in non-fiction

Tell a story with imaginative flair and with

control and direction in non-fiction

Use rhetorical questions to involve the

reader and heighten engagement [for

example, Can we honestly believe…?]

Maintain and challenge the reader’s

interest through style and genre feature

choices {for example, elaborate detail in

narrative or succinctness in police report]

Manipulate well-known genres for different

effects [for example, fairytales with a twist

exploring new viewpoint]

Navigate a reader through a text in a

logical way or change this deliberately [for

example, flashforward, opposing viewpoints]

Manipulate a reader through the telling of a

narrative [for example, use humour or control

the direction of non-fiction through a range of

strategies, such as persuasive devices]

Make comments to indicate viewpoint Express basic viewpoint, an opinion or

promote an idea [for example, I believe …]

Establish and maintain point of

view/viewpoint throughout the writing

Ensure point of view is clear and controlled

with some elaboration

Convey a convincing viewpoint using

another’s point of view to support or

contrast writer’s own opinion



The Grammaristics: Paragraphs pink = KS1/KS2 writing TAF > blue = pupil asset writing framework > pink/blue TAF and pupil asset

Year 1

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 2

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 3

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 4

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 5

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 6

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Group ideas together Write 2 to 3 sentences around one idea - in

narrative or non-fiction

In narrative: write stories in paragraphs

with a clear structure

Use paragraphs to organise ideas (WT) Consistently use paragraphs across the

whole text to support the ease of

engagement for the reader (WT)

Use paragraphs to group related

material and organise them around a

theme (WT)

Use paragraphs to organise ideas

around a theme in narrative and

non-fiction (WT)

Précise longer passages

Organise & present whole texts effectively

that sequence and structure information

Use formulaic phrases to open and

close texts.

Use openings and closings in stories and

non-fiction

Plan and write an opening paragraph

which combines the introduction of a

setting and character/s.

Start a new paragraph to show change in

time, place, event or person

Use familiar plots to structure the

opening, middle and ending of stories.

Organise writing with a clear beginning,

middle and end

Blend action, dialogue and description

within and across paragraphs

Use exciting openers to grab the reader’s

attention; use dramatic endings in stories

that link back to opening and strong

conclusions in non-fiction

Sequence (simple and compound)

sentences to construct short cohesive

narratives (real or fictional) (WT) with

logical links and breaks.

Construct a cohesive piece with logical

links [for example, use line breaks to show

new ideas in narrative and numbers to

order non-fiction writing]

Construct a cohesive piece with logical

links/breaks

Use numbers, words and phrases to

sequence ideas and events [for example,

...]

Show simple cohesion and create flow

within sentences using pronouns and

proper nouns, cohesive phrases, and

references back to previous points

Sustain cohesive writing between

sentences and across paragraphs in a text

using increasingly accurate language

choices

Use a wide range of devices to build

cohesion within and across paragraphs

(WAE)

Use a range of devices to build

cohesion (conjunctions, adverbials of

time and place, pronouns, synonyms)

within and across paragraphs (WAE)

Repeat key words to show meaning Link ideas and avoid repetition using nouns

or pronouns [for example, he, she, they, it]

within and across sentences for clarity,

cohesion and readability

Link ideas and avoid repetition using

synonyms and pronouns (WAE)

Link ideas and avoid repetition using

synonyms and pronouns (WAE)

Link ideas using sentences that lead on

from a previous sentence to form a group

of connected/related ideas

Link ideas using phrases that make

references back to original points

Link ideas using repetition of a word or

phrase

Link ideas within paragraphs using

fronted adverbials for when and where

Link ideas using adverbials of time [for

example, later, then, presently,

subsequently], place [for example,

nearby] and number [for example, firstly,

secondly]

Link ideas using complicated adverbial

phrases [for example, on the other hand, in

contrast, as a consequence] (WAE)

Link ideas within and across paragraphs

using tense choices [for example, he had

seen her before]

Link ideas using ellipsis as cliffhanger or at

the end of a section

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PuD6U-cJg07q0Nbkt7Er2HdPZFlYuYQQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PVyyc1_t3H0Sgm6r17RJYI45X9IB4BF3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IsPVmscOinqIFXzofI4FnlKgNltpyZBy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IsXAUk9o324Hb-YjCs9SDhdML84meKC5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IFm1qW_X_Z5yzuhardkJfR55_F_SN3Tr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IaLSklRDalTi2JAKXZwJs66LFm65U1fe/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IDzRJ86Gc7AFn8JVt4DrMw_-LqKmVVZz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IFXbybx09VS1Q3GakbiSoux7Mz4UgvUd/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HuFU7QEfKzIkKj36ymz3R6_cggxAhAh7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1I-SYpMnpIELzdKXN4QSSYVmJL9xk3hil/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HaKAoa_7zeiZaCdkigufJNegp2LSpwgx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HkHJVGLyXVOOqenIqchBhNXUwtPynFPw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HSIYP-k3UAr8tz8yp4Ijj0unQ_k0kFux/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HXVFqrICTsYnYNrfOjOsB421L6A9acpL/view?usp=sharing


The Grammaristics: Dialogue and Contracted Forms pink = KS1/KS2 writing TAF > blue = pupil asset writing framework

Year 1

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 2

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 3

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 4

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 5

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 6

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Spell more words with contracted forms

(GD) using apostrophes to mark where

letters are omitted

Use contracted forms in dialogues in

narrative (WAE example)

Use contracted forms in dialogues in

narrative (WAE example)

Use and punctuate direct speech using

inverted commas and other direct speech

punctuation

Use inverted commas and other

punctuation to indicate direct speech

[for example, a comma after the

reporting clause; end punctuation within

inverted commas: The conductor

shouted, “Sit down!”]

In narratives, describe settings,

characters (WT) and atmosphere

Integrate dialogue to convey character

and advance the action (WAE)

In narratives, describe settings,

characters (WT) and atmosphere (WAE)

Integrate dialogue to convey character

and advance the action (WAE)

Use inverted commas and other

punctuation to indicate direct speech

(WAE)

Blend action, dialogue and description

within and across paragraphs

Appreciate the difference between

structures and vocabulary typical of

informal and formal speech and writing. For

example, [for example, find out – discover;

ask for – request; go in – enter; the use of

question tags: He’s your friend, isn’t he?

and the use of contracted forms in dialogue

in narratives]

The Grammaristics: Past and present tense pink = KS1/KS2 writing TAF > blue = pupil asset writing framework > pink/blue TAF and pupil asset

Year 1

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 2

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 3

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 4

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 5

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 6

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Use simple past and simple present tenses

correctly

Use the (simple) present and (simple)

past tenses correctly and consistently

(WAE)

Use the past tense for narratives

Use the present tense for report writing

and adverts

Use the present perfect form of verbs, in

contrast to the simple past tense, to

indicate a completed action [for

example, using have and had: He has

gone out to play instead of He went out

to play. I have washed my hands. We

will have eaten our lunch by the time

Dad arrives. Jack had watched TV for

over two hours!]

Use the perfect form of verbs to mark

relationships of time and cause

Use the progressive form of verbs in the

present and past tense to mark actions in

progress [for example, they were jumping,

she is drumming, he was shouting]

Use standard English verbs [for

example, I did instead of I done; We

were instead of We was. She saw it

instead of She seen it]

Use and maintain the right tense Re-read to check that verbs to indicate time

are used correctly and consistently,

including verbs in the continuous form

Show consistent and correct use of tense

throughout a piece of writing with accurate

subject/verb agreement

Ensure the consistent and correct use

of tense throughout a piece of writing

(WAE)

Use verb tenses consistently and

correctly throughout writing (WAE)

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PuD6U-cJg07q0Nbkt7Er2HdPZFlYuYQQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PcE_N8fvf7IPD9nAFG3WtX9PaPLHInnl/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IsPVmscOinqIFXzofI4FnlKgNltpyZBy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IsXAUk9o324Hb-YjCs9SDhdML84meKC5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IFm1qW_X_Z5yzuhardkJfR55_F_SN3Tr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IaLSklRDalTi2JAKXZwJs66LFm65U1fe/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IDzRJ86Gc7AFn8JVt4DrMw_-LqKmVVZz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IFXbybx09VS1Q3GakbiSoux7Mz4UgvUd/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HuFU7QEfKzIkKj36ymz3R6_cggxAhAh7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1I-SYpMnpIELzdKXN4QSSYVmJL9xk3hil/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HaKAoa_7zeiZaCdkigufJNegp2LSpwgx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HkHJVGLyXVOOqenIqchBhNXUwtPynFPw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HSIYP-k3UAr8tz8yp4Ijj0unQ_k0kFux/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HXVFqrICTsYnYNrfOjOsB421L6A9acpL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PuD6U-cJg07q0Nbkt7Er2HdPZFlYuYQQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PNOS2B-BMVDexTxXjn00uedjigb_yeZ7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IsPVmscOinqIFXzofI4FnlKgNltpyZBy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IsXAUk9o324Hb-YjCs9SDhdML84meKC5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IFm1qW_X_Z5yzuhardkJfR55_F_SN3Tr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IaLSklRDalTi2JAKXZwJs66LFm65U1fe/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IDzRJ86Gc7AFn8JVt4DrMw_-LqKmVVZz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IFXbybx09VS1Q3GakbiSoux7Mz4UgvUd/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HuFU7QEfKzIkKj36ymz3R6_cggxAhAh7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1I-SYpMnpIELzdKXN4QSSYVmJL9xk3hil/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HaKAoa_7zeiZaCdkigufJNegp2LSpwgx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HkHJVGLyXVOOqenIqchBhNXUwtPynFPw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HSIYP-k3UAr8tz8yp4Ijj0unQ_k0kFux/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HXVFqrICTsYnYNrfOjOsB421L6A9acpL/view?usp=sharing


The Grammaristics: Passive/ Active Voice pink = KS1/KS2 writing TAF > blue = pupil asset writing framework > pink/blue TAF and pupil asset

Year 1

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 2

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 3

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 4

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 5

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 6

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Appreciate the difference between

structures and vocabulary typical of

informal and formal speech and writing.

For example, use passive verbs to affect

the presentation of information in a

sentence [for example, the gun was

removed from the cabinet (by…), I broke

the window in the greenhouse versus

The window in the greenhouse was

broken (by me)] (WAE example)

The Grammaristics: Punctuation pink = KS1/KS2 writing TAF > blue = pupil asset writing framework > pink/blue TAF and pupil asset

Year 1

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 2

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 3

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 4

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 5

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Year 6

Writing Progress Plan A and B

Begin to punctuate sentences using a

capital letter and a full stop (WT),

question mark or exclamation mark to

demarcate sentences

Leave spaces between words (WT)

Demarcate most sentences (using both

familiar and new punctuation correctly)

with capital letters and full stops, and

use question marks correctly when

required (WAE) (exclamation marks)

Use the punctuation taught at KS1

mostly correctly (GD)

Use capital letters, full stops, question

marks, exclamation marks, commas for

lists and apostrophes for contraction

(WT)

Use capital letters, full stops, question

marks, exclamation marks, commas for

lists, apostrophes for contraction

mostly correctly (WT)

Use the range of punctuation taught at

KS2 mostly correctly [for example,

capital letters, full stops, question

marks, exclamation marks, commas for

lists, apostrophes for contraction (WT),

inverted commas and other punctuation

to indicate direct speech] (WAE)

use the range of punctuation taught at

KS2 mostly correctly [for example,

inverted commas and other punctuation

to indicate direct speech] (WAE) and

correctly [for example, semi-colons,

dashes, colons, hyphens] (GD)

Use capital letters for names of people,

places, the days of the week, and

for the personal pronoun I

Use commas to separate items in a for

lists (GD)

Use commas to demarcate adverbs Use commas to demarcate adverbs and

fronted adverbials

Use commas to clarify meaning or avoid

ambiguity in writing [for example, Let’s

eat Grandad, or Let’s eat, Grandad.]

When necessary, use such punctuation

precisely to enhance meaning and avoid

ambiguity (GD) [man eating shark V

man-eating shark, or recover V re-cover]

Use commas to mark clauses in

complex sentences

Use commas to mark clauses in

complex sentences

Use brackets, dashes or commas to

indicate parenthesis

Use apostrophes for contracted forms

(for example, don’t, can’t, won’t

wouldn’t, you’re, I’ll)

Use apostrophes for singular possession Use apostrophes to mark singular and

plural possession [for example, the girl’s

name, the girls’ names]

Use apostrophes for contracted forms

and the possessive (singular) [for

example, the girl’s book] (GD)

Use semi-colons, colons or dashes to mark

boundaries between independent clauses

[for example, It’s raining; I’m fed up]

Use a colon to introduce a list and use

semi-colons within lists

Punctuate bullet points consistently to list

information

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PuD6U-cJg07q0Nbkt7Er2HdPZFlYuYQQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PQCN6NfDrW2ehUN3ISP8ITjuoEUubE1n/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IsPVmscOinqIFXzofI4FnlKgNltpyZBy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IsXAUk9o324Hb-YjCs9SDhdML84meKC5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IFm1qW_X_Z5yzuhardkJfR55_F_SN3Tr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IaLSklRDalTi2JAKXZwJs66LFm65U1fe/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IDzRJ86Gc7AFn8JVt4DrMw_-LqKmVVZz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IFXbybx09VS1Q3GakbiSoux7Mz4UgvUd/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HuFU7QEfKzIkKj36ymz3R6_cggxAhAh7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1I-SYpMnpIELzdKXN4QSSYVmJL9xk3hil/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HaKAoa_7zeiZaCdkigufJNegp2LSpwgx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HkHJVGLyXVOOqenIqchBhNXUwtPynFPw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HSIYP-k3UAr8tz8yp4Ijj0unQ_k0kFux/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HXVFqrICTsYnYNrfOjOsB421L6A9acpL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PuD6U-cJg07q0Nbkt7Er2HdPZFlYuYQQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PKlr57MbuCptOxtsotMe5IfEnsacLKbU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IsPVmscOinqIFXzofI4FnlKgNltpyZBy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IsXAUk9o324Hb-YjCs9SDhdML84meKC5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IFm1qW_X_Z5yzuhardkJfR55_F_SN3Tr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IaLSklRDalTi2JAKXZwJs66LFm65U1fe/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IDzRJ86Gc7AFn8JVt4DrMw_-LqKmVVZz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IFXbybx09VS1Q3GakbiSoux7Mz4UgvUd/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HuFU7QEfKzIkKj36ymz3R6_cggxAhAh7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1I-SYpMnpIELzdKXN4QSSYVmJL9xk3hil/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HaKAoa_7zeiZaCdkigufJNegp2LSpwgx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HkHJVGLyXVOOqenIqchBhNXUwtPynFPw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HSIYP-k3UAr8tz8yp4Ijj0unQ_k0kFux/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HXVFqrICTsYnYNrfOjOsB421L6A9acpL/view?usp=sharing


The Boomtastics

(poster)

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Onomatopoeia (poster) Year 1 and Year 2 1st

Use onomatopoeia to grab the reader’s attention e.g. Splash!

Onomatopoeia (poster)

Use onomatopoeia to grab the reader’s attention e.g. Splash!

Onomatopoeia (poster)

Use onomatopoeia to grab the reader’s attention e.g. Splash!

Alliteration (poster) Year 1 and Year 2 2nd

Use alliteration to make the reading interesting e.g. The dark, deep cave; big blue bucket

Alliteration (poster)

Use alliteration to make the reading interesting e.g. The dark, deep cave; big blue bucket

Alliteration (poster)

Use alliteration to make the reading interesting e.g. The dark, deep cave; big blue bucket

Rhyme (poster) Year 1 and Year 2 3rd

Recognise and identify words which rhyme; use rhyme for effect e.g. He was snoring

and roaring; Sally was slipping and flipping

Rhyme (poster)

Recognise and identify words which rhyme; use rhyme for effect e.g. He was snoring

and roaring; Sally was slipping and flipping

Rhyme (poster)

Recognise and identify words which rhyme; use rhyme for effect e.g. He was snoring

and roaring; Sally was slipping and flipping

Repetition (poster) Year 1 and Year 2 4th

Use repetition in a basic way that follows story models e.g. run, run, as fast as you can;

jump, jump as high as you can

Repetition (poster)

Use repetition in a basic way that follows story models e.g. run, run, as fast as you can;

jump, jump as high as you can

Use sentences that use repetition of key words for impact e.g. He ran and ran.  He ran

until his bones ached.  He stopped.  Stopped, really still.

Repetition (poster)

Use repetition in a basic way that follows story models e.g. run, run, as fast as you can;

jump, jump as high as you can

Use sentences that use repetition of key words for impact e.g. He ran and ran.  He ran

until his bones ached.  He stopped.  Stopped, really still.

Simile (poster) Year 1 and Year 2 5th

Use the word ‘like’ to build a simile e.g. Her eyes were like deep pools.  The exploding

bomb was like a bubbling volcano.

Use the word ‘as’ to build a simile e.g. The train was as slow as a hearse.  The flames

were as fierce as a tiger hunting its prey.

Simile (poster)

Use the word ‘like’ to build a simile e.g. Her eyes were like deep pools.  The exploding

bomb was like a bubbling volcano.

Use the word ‘as’ to build a simile e.g. The train was as slow as a hearse.  The flames

were as fierce as a tiger hunting its prey.

Simile (poster)

Use the word ‘like’ to build a simile e.g. Her eyes were like deep pools.  The exploding

bomb was like a bubbling volcano.

Use the word ‘as’ to build a simile e.g. The train was as slow as a hearse.  The flames

were as fierce as a tiger hunting its prey.

Metaphor (poster) Year 3 and Year 4 1st

Use metaphor to create vivid images in the reader’s mind.

Metaphor (poster)

Use metaphor to create vivid images in the reader’s mind.

Pathetic Fallacy (poster) Year 3 and Year 4 2nd

Use pathetic fallacy to mirror and extend character’s emotions in nature or weather e.g.

She shook under the heavy covers as the fog suffocated the garden.

Pathetic Fallacy (poster)

Use pathetic fallacy to mirror and extend character’s emotions in nature or weather e.g.

She shook under the heavy covers as the fog suffocated the garden.

Pun (poster) Year 5 and Year 6 1st

Use pun to enhance the double meaning of language e.g. The cheetah, a predatory

cheater of the jungle.

Personification (poster) Year 3 and Year 4 3rd

Use personification to give human attributes to inanimate objects/things e.g. The trees

trembled with fear as the furious fog descended.

Personification (poster) Year 5 and Year 6 2nd

Use personification to give human attributes to inanimate objects/things e.g. The trees

trembled with fear as the furious fog descended.

Symbolism Year 5 and Year 6 3rd

Use symbolism as a recurring idea to emphasise a themed motif e.g. ongoing

reference/comparison to water  or jewellery.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kNPTCLTTPEAVrrmcrcClYkIjhd7s5M0N/view?usp=sharing
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IEbdKWBPiHXTVQF0Gs_ddGYhemw5Phpz/view?usp=sharing
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IEbdKWBPiHXTVQF0Gs_ddGYhemw5Phpz/view?usp=sharing
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hB_5oV7s5SnBTPNczjWzzTQvxHuHcwGx/view?usp=sharing
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hB_5oV7s5SnBTPNczjWzzTQvxHuHcwGx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Q9ykMfzQg5Dv7QifqKl3PUAC-nynbebM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UDlapN80KMWR0C7mWL9We1RT2XdR_ZZW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Q9uskw3r7EC_AOhDBInPW8gjvyxbvAzL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UDlapN80KMWR0C7mWL9We1RT2XdR_ZZW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Q9uskw3r7EC_AOhDBInPW8gjvyxbvAzL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UDlapN80KMWR0C7mWL9We1RT2XdR_ZZW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Q9uskw3r7EC_AOhDBInPW8gjvyxbvAzL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Kk4qXovSH1j22R8FaOs_-Cmjt3halEeA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Q4UWE2J4_bL2BN_gbOH1etF7QBjx3DG0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Kk4qXovSH1j22R8FaOs_-Cmjt3halEeA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Q4UWE2J4_bL2BN_gbOH1etF7QBjx3DG0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18gKyKkazg7moCDenAmzR5SrnRue7_heR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Q3QDohvZ0Y095jI-BCcjIjUeQUBScEEd/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18gKyKkazg7moCDenAmzR5SrnRue7_heR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Q3QDohvZ0Y095jI-BCcjIjUeQUBScEEd/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-QHbPvY4PaIMhzo7E3_Mbg1DE6nJylH2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PwNQevs7_FO-_G4-17x726xXJRXEzy1o/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1d9KuPeP4CeI3I66hkR8o7vOeNRQiJG_A/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PvLVB4hdwT6TVfpKVFpiCDiUGNxOZbyN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1d9KuPeP4CeI3I66hkR8o7vOeNRQiJG_A/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PvLVB4hdwT6TVfpKVFpiCDiUGNxOZbyN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZPOl0F6qBhVcTQHgag4E8WBiaORObJ-U/view?usp=sharing


Independent Writing

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

write sentences by saying out loud what

they are going to write about

plan or say out loud what they are going

to write about

discuss, read and analyse  narrative,

non-fiction and poetry similar to that

which they are planning to write in order

to understand and learn from its structure,

vocabulary and grammar

discuss, read and analyse  narrative,

non-fiction and poetry similar to that

which they are planning to write in order

to understand and learn from its structure,

vocabulary and grammar

in writing narratives, consider how

authors have developed characters and

settings in what pupils have read, listened

to or seen performed

write sentences by composing a sentence

orally before writing it

write down ideas and/or key words, including

new vocabulary

encapsulate what they want to say, sentence

by sentence

discuss and record ideas for planning

compose and rehearse sentences orally

(including dialogue), progressively build a

varied and rich vocabulary and an increasing

range of sentence structures (English

Appendix 2 - see detail of content to be

introduced, below)

discuss and record ideas for planning note and develop initial ideas, drawing on

reading and research where necessary

Editing pink = KS1/KS2 writing TAF > blue = pupil asset writing framework > pink/blue TAF and pupil asset

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

re-read what they have written to check

that it makes sense

re-read to check that their writing makes

sense and that verbs to indicate time are

used correctly and consistently, including

verbs in the continuous form

make simple additions, revisions and

proof-reading corrections to their own

writing (GD) - checking for errors in

spelling, grammar and punctuation [for

example, ends of sentences punctuated

correctly]

proof-read to check for errors in spelling,

grammar and punctuation in their own and

others writing.

improve writing in the light of evaluation

proof-read to check for errors in spelling,

grammar and punctuation in their own and

others writing.

improve writing in the light of evaluation

proof-read for spelling and punctuation

errors

discuss what they have written with the

teacher or other pupils

evaluate their writing with the teacher and

other pupils

assess the effectiveness of their own and

others’ writing and suggesting improvements

assess the effectiveness of their own and

others’ writing and suggesting improvements

assess the effectiveness of their own and

others’ writing in relation to audience and

purpose

discuss and propose changes with

partners and in small groups to grammar

and vocabulary to improve consistency,

including the accurate use of pronouns in

sentences

discuss and propose changes with

partners and in small groups to grammar

and vocabulary to improve consistency,

including the accurate use of pronouns in

sentences

suggest changes to grammar, vocabulary

and punctuation to enhance effects or

clarify meaning

read aloud their writing clearly enough to

be heard by their peers and the teacher.

read aloud what they have written with

appropriate intonation to make the meaning

clear.

read aloud their own writing, to a group or

the whole class, using appropriate

intonation and controlling the tone and

volume so that the meaning is clear.

read aloud their own writing, to a group or

the whole class, using appropriate

intonation and controlling the tone and

volume so that the meaning is clear to a

range of audiences.

perform their own compositions, using

appropriate intonation, volume, and

movement so that meaning is clear.



Grammatical Terminology

For pupils to use and understand (accurately and appropriately) when discussing their writing and reading

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

letter, capital letter

word

singular, plural

sentence

punctuation, full stop, question

mark, exclamation mark

noun, noun phrase

statement, question, exclamation,

command

compound

suffix

adjective, adverb, verb

tense (past, present)

apostrophe, comma

preposition

conjunction

word family

prefix

clause, subordinate clause

direct speech

consonant, consonant letter

vowel, vowel letter

inverted commas

determiner

pronoun, possessive pronoun,

adverbial

modal verb

relative pronoun, relative clause,

parenthesis, bracket, dash,

cohesion, ambiguity

subject, object

active, passive

synonym, antonym

ellipsis, hyphen, colon, semi-colon,

bullet points



Handwriting pink = KS1/KS2 writing TAF > blue = pupil asset writing framework > pink/blue TAF and pupil asset

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

sit correctly at a table, holding a pencil

comfortably and correctly

choose the writing implement that is best

suited for a task.

begin to form lower-case letters in the

correct direction, starting and finishing in

the right place (WT)

form lower-case letters of the correct size

relative to one another (WT)

have clear ascenders and descenders

form capital letters

form digits 0-9

write capital letters and digits of the

correct size, orientation and relationship

to one another and to lower-case letters

(WAE)

use spacing between words (WT)  that

reflects the size of the letters (WAE)

understand which letters belong to which

handwriting ‘families’ (i.e. letters that are

formed in similar ways) and to practise these.

use the diagonal and horizontal strokes

needed to join some letters (GD) and

understand which letters, when adjacent to

one another, are best left unjoined

form and use the four basic handwriting

joins.

choose which shape of a letter to use when

given choices [for example printing for

labelling a scientific diagram] and deciding

whether or not to join specific letters

write legibly (WT) increase the legibility (WT), consistency

and quality in size and proportion of

letters  [for example, by ensuring that the

downstrokes of letters are parallel and

equidistant; that lines of writing are

spaced sufficiently so that the ascenders

and descenders of letters do not touch]

write fluently

write legibly (WT) maintain legibility in

joined handwriting when writing at speed

WAE)

write legibly (WT) maintain legibility in

joined handwriting when writing at speed

WAE)

Non Statutory Guidance

Handwriting requires frequent and discrete,

direct teaching. Pupils should be able to form

letters correctly and confidently. The size of

the writing implement (pencil, pen) should not

be too large for a young pupil’s hand.

Whatever is being used should allow the pupil

to hold it easily and correctly so that bad

habits are avoided.

Left-handed pupils should receive specific

teaching to meet their needs.

Non Statutory Guidance

Pupils should revise and practise correct

letter formation frequently. They should be

taught to write with a joined style as soon as

they can form letters securely with the correct

orientation

Non Statutory Guidance

Pupils should be using joined handwriting

throughout their independent writing.

Handwriting should continue to be taught,

with the aim of increasing the fluency with

which pupils are able to write down what they

want to say. This, in turn, will support their

composition and spelling.

Non Statutory Guidance

Pupils should continue to practise handwriting

and be encouraged to increase the speed of

it, so that problems with forming letters do not

get in the way of their writing down what they

want to say. They should be clear about what

standard of handwriting is appropriate for a

particular task, for example, quick notes or a

final handwritten version. They should also be

taught to use an unjoined style, for example,

for labelling a diagram or data, writing an

email address, or for algebra, and capital

letters, for example, for filling in a form.



Spelling pink = KS1/KS2 writing TAF > blue = pupil asset writing framework > pink/blue TAF and pupil asset

Taught using your school’s phonics and spelling programme, modelled and practised during sentence stacking lessons, applied during independent writing

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

words containing each of the 40+

phonemes already taught

spell some common exception words (WT)

spell the days of the week

name the letters of the alphabet in order

use letter names to distinguish between

alternative spellings of the same sound

use the spelling rule for adding –s or –es

as the plural marker for nouns and the

third person singular marker for verbs

use the prefix un– (understanding how

this changes the meaning of verbs and

adjectives)

use –ing, –ed, –er and –est where no

change is needed in the spelling of root

words [for example, helping, helped,

helper, eating, quicker, quickest]

apply simple spelling rules and guidance,

as listed in English Appendix 1

write from memory simple sentences

dictated by the teacher that include words

using the GPCs and common exception

words taught so far

segment spoken words into phonemes

and represent these by graphemes,

spelling some words correctly and making

phonically plausible attempts at others

(WT)

See Spelling - Work for Year 1 (page 40)

segment spoken words into phonemes

and representing these by graphemes,

spelling many correctly (WAE)

learn new ways of spelling phonemes for

which 1 or more spellings are already

known, and learn some words with each

spelling, including a few common

homophones

spell many (WAE) most (GD) common

exception words

learn to spell more words with contracted

forms (GD)

learn the possessive apostrophe

(singular) [for example, the girl’s book]

(GD)

distinguish between homophones and

near-homophones

add suffixes to spell longer words

including –ment, –ness, –ful, –less, –ly

(GD)

apply spelling rules and guidance, as listed in

English appendix 1

write from memory simple sentences

dictated by the teacher that include words

using the GPCs, common exception words

and punctuation taught so far

form nouns using suffixes such as –ness,

–er and by compounding [for example,

whiteboard, superman]

form adjectives using suffixes such as

–ful, –less

use of the suffixes –er, –est in adjectives

some features of written Standard English

use of –ly in Standard English to turn

adjectives into adverbs

See Spelling - Work for Year 2 (page 45)

spell correctly most words from the year 3

/ year 4 spelling list page 54 (WT)

use further prefixes and suffixes and

understand how to add them (English

Appendix 1) (dis- re- in- mis- sub-, -ful,

-ness, -ly, -ment, -ness)

spell further homophones

spell words that are often misspelt

(English Appendix 1)

place the possessive apostrophe

accurately in words with regular plurals

[for example, girls’, boys’] and in words

with irregular plurals [for example, children’s]

use the first two or three letters of a word

to check its spelling in a dictionary

write from memory simple sentences,

dictated by the teacher, that include words

and punctuation taught so far.

form nouns using a range of prefixes [for

example super–, anti–, auto–]

explore and collect word families based on

common words, showing how words are

related in form and meaning [For example,

medical, medicine, medicinal, medic,

paramedic, medically] and to extend

vocabulary.

use of the forms a or an according to whether

the next word begins with a consonant or a

vowel [for example, a rock, an open box];

explore and collect words with prefixes

super, anti, auto

spell words as accurately as possible

using their phonic knowledge and other

knowledge of spelling, such as

morphology and etymology

learn to spell new words correctly and

have plenty of practice in spelling them.

See Spelling - Work for Year 3 & 4 (page 49)

spell correctly most words from the year 3

/ year 4 spelling list page 54 (WT)

use further prefixes and suffixes and

understand how to add them (English

Appendix 1) il- auto- super- inter- anti-

-ation -ouus

spell further homophones

spell words that are often misspelt

(English Appendix 1)

place the possessive apostrophe

accurately in words with regular plurals [for

example, girls’, boys’] and in words with

irregular plurals [for example, children’s]

use the first two or three letters of a word

to check its spelling in a dictionary

write from memory simple sentences,

dictated by the teacher, that include words

and punctuation taught so far

spell words as accurately as possible

using their phonic knowledge and other

knowledge of spelling, such as

morphology and etymology

learn to spell new words correctly and

have plenty of practice in spelling them.

See Spelling - Work for Year 3 & 4 (page 49)

spell correctly most words from the year

3/year 4 spelling list, and some words

from the year 5/year 6 spelling list page 61

(WT)

spell correctly most words from the year

5/year 6 spelling list, and use a dictionary

to check the spelling of uncommon or

more ambitious vocabulary (WAE)

use further prefixes and suffixes and

understand the guidance for adding them

spell some words with ‘silent’ letters [for

example, knight, psalm, solemn]

continue to distinguish between

homophones and other words which are

often confused

use knowledge of morphology and

etymology in spelling and understand that

the spelling of some words needs to be

learnt specifically, as listed in English

Appendix 1

use dictionaries to check the spelling and

meaning of words

use the first three or four letters of a word

to check spelling, meaning or both of

these in a dictionary

use a thesaurus

use suffixes ate, -ise, -ify to convert nouns

and adjectives into verbs.

investigate verb prefixes [For example,

dis-, re-, pre-, mis-, over-]

spell words that have not yet been taught

by using what has been learnt about how

spelling works in English.

See Spelling - Work for Year 3 & 4 (page 56)

spell correctly most words from the year

3/year 4 spelling list, and some words

from the year 5/year 6 spelling list page 61

(WT)

spell correctly most words from the year

5/year 6 spelling list, and use a dictionary

to check the spelling of uncommon or

more ambitious vocabulary (WAE)

use further prefixes and suffixes and

understand the guidance for adding them

spell some words with ‘silent’ letters [for

example, knight, psalm, solemn]

continue to distinguish between homophones

and other words which are often confused

use knowledge of morphology and etymology

in spelling and understand that the spelling of

some words needs to be learnt specifically, as

listed in English Appendix 1

use dictionaries to check the spelling and

meaning of words (WAE)

use the first three or four letters of a word to

check spelling, meaning or both of these in a

dictionary

use a thesaurus

See Spelling - Work for Year 3 & 4 (page 56)

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335186/PRIMARY_national_curriculum_-_English_220714.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335186/PRIMARY_national_curriculum_-_English_220714.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335186/PRIMARY_national_curriculum_-_English_220714.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335186/PRIMARY_national_curriculum_-_English_220714.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335186/PRIMARY_national_curriculum_-_English_220714.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335186/PRIMARY_national_curriculum_-_English_220714.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335186/PRIMARY_national_curriculum_-_English_220714.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335186/PRIMARY_national_curriculum_-_English_220714.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335186/PRIMARY_national_curriculum_-_English_220714.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335186/PRIMARY_national_curriculum_-_English_220714.pdf


Non Statutory Guidance

Reading should be taught alongside spelling,

so that pupils understand that they can read

back words they have spelt.  Pupils should be

shown how to segment spoken words into

individual phonemes and then how to

represent the phonemes by the appropriate

grapheme(s). It is important to recognise that

phoneme-grapheme correspondences (which

underpin spelling) are more variable than

grapheme-phoneme correspondences (which

underpin reading). For this reason, pupils

need to do much more word-specific

rehearsal for spelling than for reading.  At this

stage pupils will be spelling some words in a

phonically plausible way, even if sometimes

incorrectly. Misspellings of words that pupils

have been taught to spell should be

corrected; other misspelt words should be

used to teach pupils about alternative ways of

representing those sounds.  Writing simple

dictated sentences that include words taught

so far gives pupils opportunities to apply and

practise their spelling.

Non Statutory Guidance

In year 2, pupils move towards more

word-specific knowledge of spelling, including

homophones. The process of spelling should

be emphasised: that is, that spelling involves

segmenting spoken words into phonemes

and then representing all the phonemes by

graphemes in the right order. Pupils should

do this both for single-syllable and

polysyllabic words.

At this stage, children’s spelling should be

phonically plausible, even if not always

correct. Misspellings of words that pupils

have been taught to spell should be

corrected; other misspelt words can be used

as an opportunity to teach pupils about

alternative ways of representing those

sounds.

Pupils should be encouraged to apply their

knowledge of suffixes from their word reading

to their spelling. They should also draw from

and apply their growing knowledge of word

and spelling structure, as well as their

knowledge of root words.

Non Statutory Guidance

Pupils should learn to spell new words

correctly and have plenty of practice in

spelling them.

As in years 1 and 2, pupils should continue to

be supported in understanding and applying

the concepts of word structure - see English

appendix 2 (see detail of content to be

introduced, below).

Pupils need sufficient knowledge of spelling in

order to use dictionaries efficiently.

Non Statutory Guidance

As in earlier years, pupils should continue to

be taught to understand and apply the

concepts of word structure so that they can

draw on their knowledge of morphology and

etymology to spell correctly.



Spoken Language

Pupils should be taught to:

● listen and respond appropriately to adults and their peers

● ask relevant questions to extend their understanding and knowledge

● use relevant strategies to build their vocabulary

● articulate and justify answers, arguments and opinions

● give well-structured descriptions, explanations and narratives for different purposes, including for expressing feelings

● maintain attention and participate actively in collaborative conversations, staying on topic and initiating and responding to comments

● use spoken language to develop understanding through speculating, hypothesising, imagining and exploring ideas

● speak audibly and fluently with an increasing command of Standard English

● participate in discussions, presentations, performances, role play, improvisations and debates

● gain, maintain and monitor the interest of the listener(s)

● consider and evaluate different viewpoints, attending to and building on the contributions of others

● select and use appropriate registers for effective communication

Notes and Guidance (non statutory)

● These statements apply to all years. The content should be taught at a level appropriate to the age of the pupils. Pupils should build on the oral language skills that have been taught in preceding

years.

● Pupils should be taught to develop their competence in spoken language and listening to enhance the effectiveness with which they are able to communicate across a range of contexts and to a

range of audiences. They should therefore have opportunities to work in groups of different sizes – in pairs, small groups, large groups and as a whole class. Pupils should understand how to take

turns and when and how to participate constructively in conversations and debates.

● Attention should also be paid to increasing pupils’ vocabulary, ranging from describing their immediate world and feelings to developing a broader, deeper and richer vocabulary to discuss abstract

concepts and a wider range of topics, and to enhancing their knowledge about language as a whole.

● Pupils should receive constructive feedback on their spoken language and listening, not only to improve their knowledge and skills but also to establish secure foundations for effective spoken

language in their studies at primary school, helping them to achieve in secondary education and beyond.



NAP References

For S4 - S10 see NAP English Writing

The Grammaristics: Adverbs and adverbial phrases

S11 = Year 1 S12 = Year 2 S13 = Year 3 S14 = Year 4 S15 = Year 5 S16 = Year 6

Add suffixes [for example, use games and

activities to gain confidence with spelling

-ly]

Begin to use conjunctions, adverbs, and

prepositions to express time and cause

Able to use fronted adverbials, including

commas [for example, 'We met by the

station', 'Before the sun came up, he was

awake']

The Grammaristics: Basics

S11 = Year 1 S12 = Year 2 S13 = Year 3 S14 = Year 4 S15 = Year 5 S16 = Year 6

Begins to use sentences in different forms;

statements, questions, to make impact with

exclamation marks [for example, What a

brilliant day we had!]

Be able to understand and to discuss, the

structure, vocabulary, and grammar of

different styles of writing, and be able to

apply this to plans for their own written

work

Able to use and understand grammatical

terminology accurately and appropriately,

when discussing their reading and writing

Able to draft and write by selecting

appropriate grammar and vocabulary, and

show understanding of how such choices

can change and enhance meaning

Able to use a thesaurus

Use expanded noun phrase to describe

and specify [for example, The large grey

table]

Able to use expanded noun phrases to

convey complicated information concisely

Able to use models of verbs/adverbs to

indicate degrees of possibilities

The Grammaristics: Sentence Structure

S11 = Year 1 S12 = Year 2 S13 = Year 3 S14 = Year 4 S15 = Year 5 S16 = Year 6

Write simple sentences dictated by an adult

[for example, run to the shop to get milk]

Begins to use subordination and

coordination

Begin to use conjunctions to extend the

range of sentences with more than one

clause [for example, uses a wider range of

conjunctions]

Able to use relative clauses, beginning with

who/which/where, with an implied relative

pronoun

The Grammaristics: Dialogue and Contracted Forms

S11 = Year 1 S12 = Year 2 S13 = Year 3 S14 = Year 4 S15 = Year 5 S16 = Year 6

Begin to use punctuation for direct speech Able to use, and to punctuate, direct

speech correctly

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aGLai8sFh2e1_DOWv9lTk8_7H4aEtyuq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PuD6U-cJg07q0Nbkt7Er2HdPZFlYuYQQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PnfJEt8RkflDDtT-VocT-5lbByoJCQ7G/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PuD6U-cJg07q0Nbkt7Er2HdPZFlYuYQQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PigsjnZd-Ie6lvp-pR7mqJOC-kTi5sCJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PuD6U-cJg07q0Nbkt7Er2HdPZFlYuYQQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Pi8mNHFtkv8ytMMlg_lDej4ZjnssROsk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PuD6U-cJg07q0Nbkt7Er2HdPZFlYuYQQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PcE_N8fvf7IPD9nAFG3WtX9PaPLHInnl/view?usp=sharing


The Grammaristics: Purpose - Progression Through Genres Doc

S11 = Year 1 S12 = Year 2 S13 = Year 3 S14 = Year 4 S15 = Year 5 S16 = Year 6

Use bullet points to write a list

Begin to recognise and identify words

which rhyme and begins to write poetry [for

example, acrostic, rhyming couplets]

Write narratives from personal

experiences, and those of other real, or

fictional events

Be able to write poetry

Begin to draft, and write, in non-narrative

forms, using simple organisational devices

[for example, leaflets, posters etc]

Begin to draft, and write, in narrative form,

creating setting, characters and plot

Able to notice and

develop an initial idea,

planning writing by

identifying audience,

purpose and style,

drawing on reading and

research where

necessary

Able to recognise the vocabulary and structures that are appropriate for formal

speech and writing, including subjunctive forms

Able to consider how authors have developed characters and settings, in context

of reading, listening or performance

Able to use further organisational and presentational devices to structure text and

to guide the reader [for example, heading, underlining, bullet points]

Able to draft and write narratives, describing settings, characters, atmosphere,

and integrating dialogue to convey character and advance the action

Able to use the correct subject-verb agreement, when using singular or plural,

distinguishing between the language of speech and writing, and choosing the

appropriate register

The Grammaristics: Paragraphs

S11 = Year 1 S12 = Year 2 S13 = Year 3 S14 = Year 4 S15 = Year 5 S16 = Year 6

Sequence 2 - 3 sentences to form a short

narrative and demonstrates a beginning,

middle and an end in their writing

Able to organise paragraphs, around a

theme

Able to use nouns or pronouns

appropriately for clarity, cohesion, and to

avoid repetitions

The Grammaristics: Passive/ Active Voice

S11 = Year 1 S12 = Year 2 S13 = Year 3 S14 = Year 4 S15 = Year 5 S16 = Year 6

Able to use passive verbs to affect the

presentation of information in a sentence

The Grammaristics: Past and present tense

S11 = Year 1 S12 = Year 2 S13 = Year 3 S14 = Year 4 S15 = Year 5 S16 = Year 6

Begin to us the present and past tenses

consistently, and moves through past,

present and future

Begins to use the present perfect form of

verbs in contrast to the past tense

Able to consistently use the correct form of

tense throughout a piece of writing

Able to use the perfect form of verbs to

mark relationships of time and clause

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PuD6U-cJg07q0Nbkt7Er2HdPZFlYuYQQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PWnEYot2j3Ly2QfwVQS94Lhh32h4FhYI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1r6WZg-HyN0Lt5F5y2Cin2yUd8wjKydSB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PuD6U-cJg07q0Nbkt7Er2HdPZFlYuYQQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PVyyc1_t3H0Sgm6r17RJYI45X9IB4BF3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PuD6U-cJg07q0Nbkt7Er2HdPZFlYuYQQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PQCN6NfDrW2ehUN3ISP8ITjuoEUubE1n/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PuD6U-cJg07q0Nbkt7Er2HdPZFlYuYQQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PNOS2B-BMVDexTxXjn00uedjigb_yeZ7/view?usp=sharing


The Grammaristics: Punctuation

S11 = Year 1 S12 = Year 2 S13 = Year 3 S14 = Year 4 S15 = Year 5 S16 = Year 6

Begin to punctuate sentences using upper

case letters [For example, names of people

and places, days, months]

Consistently leave adequate spacing

between words

Use bullet points to write a list

Begin to use both familiar, and new

punctuation confidently and correctly [for

example, full stops, capital letters,

exclamation marks, question marks,

commas for lists, apostrophes for

contracted forms and the possessive]

Begin to use the possessive apostrophe

accurately for words with irregular plurals

Able to place the possessive apostrophe

accurately for words with irregular plurals

Able to indicate possession, using an

apostrophe, for plural nouns

Able to use commas (plus brackets &

dashes) to clarify meaning or ambiguity

Able to use hyphens (to avoid ambiguity),

colons (to introduce a list), and colons,

semi-colons, or dashes (to mark

boundaries between independent clauses

Independent

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Develop confidence for composing a

sentence using their preferred method of

writing, and reads own writing to check that is

makes sense

Plans or states out loud their ideas for writing Able to notice and develop an initial idea,

planning writing by identifying audience,

purpose and style, drawing on reading and

research where necessary

Able to draft and write narratives, describing

settings, characters, atmosphere, and

integrating dialogue to convey character and

advance the action

Editing

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Confidently use terminology to suggest ways

to improve work, relating to basic punctuation

[for example, suggest where to place a full

stop]

Evaluate their writing with teacher, teaching

assistant and other pupils

Makes simple additions, revisions, and

corrections by proof-reading their work and

evaluating their writing

Proof read, evaluate and edit own writing, and

be able to suggest improvements

Able to evaluate and edit the writing of their

peers, suggesting improvements, including

spelling and punctuation

Able to suggest changes to grammar and

vocabulary to improve consistency

Able to read their own writing aloud to the

group, using appropriate intonation,

controlling the tone and volume of their voice

to make the meaning clear

Able to implement changes to grammar,

vocabulary and punctuation, to enhance and

clarify meaning

Able to assess the effectiveness of their own

writing

Able to assess the effectiveness of others'

writing

Able to use their own composition for

performance, using appropriate intonation,

volume and movement, so that the meaning

is clear

Handwriting

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Begins to use some horizontal and diagonal

strokes to join letters, and understand which

letters, when adjacent to one another, are

best left not joined

Use adequate spacing between words, that

reflects the size of the writing

Able to use diagonal and horizontal strokes

needed to join letters, and to understand

which letters, when adjacent to one another,

are best left unjoined

Able to improve the legibility, consistency and

quality of their handwriting

Able to write legibly, fluently and with

increasing speed, by choosing which shape

of letter to use, when given a choice, and

deciding whether or not to join specific letters

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PuD6U-cJg07q0Nbkt7Er2HdPZFlYuYQQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PKlr57MbuCptOxtsotMe5IfEnsacLKbU/view?usp=sharing


Spelling

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Be able to extend the number of letter sounds

used to spell simple words in their written

work [for example, can use 40+ phonemes

(letter sounds) to spell words]

Add prefixes and suffixes [for example, use

games and activities to gain confidence with

spelling - un, ful, ly, dis etc or adds s, es, ies,

ll, ff, ss]

Spell some common exception words

confidently and correctly [for example,

because, thought & days of the week]

Spell a range of words with increasing

accuracy, based on knowledge of phonics

Write sentences using common exception

words and punctuation marks from previous

learning

Use alternative phonemes for graphemes [for

example, or, aw, your]

Distinguish between homophones and near

homophones

Be able to write sentences using, and spelling

correctly, common exception words

Add suffixes and prefixes, including longer

words [for example, ment, ness, less]

Able to use a wider range of homophones

Uses a wider range of prefixes and suffixes,

and understand how to construct them

Able to distinguish between homophones,

and other words which are often confused

Begin to use silent letters [for example,

knight, lamb]

Begin to use dictionaries to check the spelling

and meaning of words

Able to use knowledge of morphology and

etymology in spelling, understand that some

words need to be learned specifically



Alan Peat Sentence Structures

Year 2 Year 3

Year 4 Year 5

Year 6

These structures could be used to support teaching the sentence structures lens statement: Vary the

types of sentences for clarity, purpose and effect.

The sentence stacking lessons in Jane’s unit plans are populated with model sentences.  If amending a unit

plan, or designing your own, these structures can be useful to consider including.

Greater Depth: the Deepen the Moment routine provides opportunities for children to apply their learning

independently.  You might consider exposing particular groups of children to these sentence structures with

the intention of them applying the structures in their independent writing.



Unit Plan Coverage of NC Statements

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lNDpwxXzKO3Zoq70_LdNGllSb6itJ5Oq9BQtnWMBl1Y/edit#
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vr2Wn8cSkCSgEVMFPgFB9YbT8oJ0b2G-_YqS9xoWpqY/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ih7xbf04klUbD9uOeEFr3p0czdHx3Liu2hOCJAABr2s/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tiS9jmhptzFZnwwgvK_MmGSQFC9SqZLAZ0GbkZ8mX10/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_drUf7SYkL_xOSr0dZt226LAeQJTz5BxwYQWfLFTHRM/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LDv8DYdU0in6PF0NWwSaVjGdZl4SaC7yHL9_t1sc2-A/edit


Glossary

From Page 70

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/335186/PRIMARY_national_curriculum_-_English_220714.pdf


Unit Plan Coverage of NC Statements

Click here

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SZyLr3vEtciHemcXWO9a7YsI-cAIa8sB/view?usp=sharing

